
THE RIGHT FIT FOR YOUR MACHINE AND BUDGET

YELLOWMARK™ PARTS
VALUE-PRICED REPAIR OPTION FOR CAT® EQUIPMENT

With Yellowmark parts, you get:

 Reliability: Our in-depth knowledge of Cat machines means 
Yellowmark parts fit your needs and keep you running smoothly.  
It’s the performance you expect from a Caterpillar brand.

 Convenience: Yellowmark parts are available from your Cat 
dealer, so it’s fast and easy to get the parts and expert advice  
you need and get back to work.

 Lower cost: Yellowmark parts offer a value-priced alternative  
that’s ideal when you need to focus on the work at hand rather  
than the years to come. Pricing reflects Yellowmark parts being 
designed for one-time use — and warranty coverage specific to 
the Yellowmark brand (reduced warranty coverage).

Are you looking to balance reliability and convenience with lower costs when buying repair and replacement parts? Choose 
Yellowmark™, A Caterpillar Brand. This full line of parts developed by Caterpillar for small and medium-sized Cat® construction 
equipment strikes the perfect balance — delivering the right fit for your machine and your budget.
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YELLOWMARK™ PARTS POSITIONING
ATTRIBUTES CAT® GENUINE CAT® REMAN YELLOWMARK™

Position Best In Class, Lowest Risk 2nd Life-Best In Class, 
Lowest Risk

Best In Low Cost,  
Aftermarket Standard

Form, Fit & Function OEM Same as OEM Same as OEM

Manufacture New Remanufactured New, One Time Use Only

Material / Tolerances / 
Heat Treatment

Caterpillar Proprietary Caterpillar Proprietary Industry Standard & 

Quality Industry Leader Same As New, Strong as Ever Reliable, Form, Fit & Function

Warranty Cat Warranty Cat Warranty Yellowmark Warranty – One Year 

Reusability Reusable / Eligible as Core Reusable / Eligible as Core Not Reusable / 
Not Eligible for Core

Packaging Cat Original Cat Original Yellowmark Packaging
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Yellowmark repair and replacement parts include:

DRIVE TRAIN
Repair and rebuild parts for Torque Converters, 
Transmissions, Differentials and Final Drives

CAT® MACHINE ENGINE PARTS 
(Tier 0, 1, 2)

• Alternators / Starters
• Exhaust Manifolds / Mufflers
• Fuel Transfer Pumps / Fuel Lines
• Gasket Kits
• Oil Coolers
• Water Pumps

— And overhaul parts.

GENERAL USAGE
• Motor Grader Cutting Edges
• Bearings
• Brackets
• Covers
• Pins

HYDRAULICS
• Cylinder Groups and Assemblies
• Final Drive Parts
• Gear Pumps
• Seal Kits
• Vane Pumps

UNDERCARRIAGE
• Equalizer Bars
• Guards / Guides
• Recoil Mechanisms
• Rollers / Idlers / Hubs /

Sprocket Segment Groups
• Link Assemblies

EXTENSIVE 
MACHINE  
COVERAGE

The Yellowmark™ parts line includes repair and replacement options 
that support the full line of small and medium-sized Cat® construction 
equipment. New machine models and parts will be added regularly.

YELLOWMARK PARTS ARE IDEAL IF YOU WANT 
A BRAND YOU CAN TRUST AT A LOWER PRICE.
If you need additional durability, rebuild/reuse options and 
comprehensive warranty coverage, you should consider Cat Genuine 
or Cat Reman parts. Contact your Riggs Cat dealer today for advice 
on the best solution for your machine, budget and business goals.

When installing Yellowmark parts, the owner should verify 
compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. 

WHICH MACHINES ARE COVERED?
 ■ Backhoe Loaders
 ■ Skid Steer Loaders
 ■ Motor Graders
 ■ Track Excavators
 ■ Track-Type Tractors
 ■ Wheel Loaders

— And many other Cat construction machines.

It’s an affordable option for the repair and replacement parts 
you need now  — but don’t want to rebuild or reuse. 


